
Bilgola Plateau, 13 Argyle Street
Contemporary Coastal - Level Access - Live in The
Panoramic Views!

Architecturally designed and offering an easy living open floor plan that opens to
a large deck and expansive, panoramic vistas across to Pittwater and the
national park.  Serene and inviting this delightful home would suit families of all
ages and sizes.

Constructed to exacting standards and immaculately presented and
maintained. Live on one single level if you like as three of the four bedrooms are
on the entry level and there are quality built-ins in every room. All are very
spacious.

Downstairs is currently configured as a parent's retreat; the king size bedroom
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has twin mirror robes with windows that open to the spa deck and gardens.

The games room with its gas fireplace has quality built ins, and opens to the
outdoor kitchen and gardens with it's multiple zones for families, to play, relax
and enjoy.

Excellent privacy while allowing you to enjoy the stunning surrounds and
changing colours of the sky, the escarpment, the horizon and the water.

Stroll to the cafe, transport and highly regarded Bilgola Plateau Public School.

* Beautifully professionally landscaped gardens with multiple entertaining zones
* A balcony where you can watch the sunset over the water
* Open plan living areas opening onto the balcony and the view
* Substantial, easily accessible workshop with loads of storage
* Gourmet kitchen with large island bench
* Quality inbuilt cabinetry throughout
* Dream games room with modern gas fireplace
* Spa bath
* Fabulous playground with a Kombi cubby
* Solar panels
* Fabulous outdoor kitchen with gas barbeque and outdoor shower when you
come back from a day sailing or surfing

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.
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